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Abstract: A phased mission system represents a system whose performance is divided 

into consecutive non-overlapping phases. It is important to ensure safety of a phased 

mission system since the failure of it can have both life threatening and financial 

consequences. The focus of this paper is to develop an optimisation method to construct 

an optimal design case for a phased mission system, with the aim of minimising its 

unreliability and at the same time ensuring optimal usage of available resources 

throughout all phases. The introduced phased mission optimisation is represented as the 

constrained single objective problem. Here failure of the overall mission is the objective 

function and the introduced constraints are employed to determine the optimal use of 

resources. The implemented optimisation method employs Fault Tree Analysis to 

represent system performance and Binary Decision Diagrams to quantify each phase 

failure probability. A single objective Genetic Algorithm has been chosen as the 

optimisation technique.  An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle mission has been selected to 

demonstrate the methods application.  The results and the influence of modifications to 

the optimisation algorithm are discussed. 
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1.  Introduction 

A phased mission system represents a system where performance is analysed as a 

sequence of non-overlapping phases. To complete a mission the system is required to 

accomplish a specific task without failure in each phase. A classical example of a phased 

mission system is for an aircraft which undergoes three phases: take-off, cruise and 

landing. The aircraft completes its mission if all three tasks have been completed 

successfully. A large number of systems which can employ mechanical, chemical, 

electronic and nuclear technologies execute various functions in a series of phases.  

Similarly, military tasks can be subdivided into sequential events which can be analysed as 

phased mission systems. Thus system optimisation in terms of reliability, availability, 

maintainability and cost is extremely relevant. In spite of its importance, however, there is 

limited demonstrated evidence in the literature for research that focuses on phased mission 

optimisation. One introduced model is based on using Markov homogeneous processes 

which can be used to minimize operation cost and optimise flight safety [1]. 
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Generally, methods used for phased mission system analysis can be grouped in two 

categories: Markov analysis based approaches and combinatorial methods. Combinatorial 

methods represent fault tree and binary decision diagram (BDD) approaches. The earliest 

applications of fault trees in the analysis of non-repairable phased missions were made 

back in 1975 [2]. Computationally more efficient approaches have since been introduced 

which include the BDD methodology together with the fault tree approach [3]. If a phased 

mission system is repairable or there are dependencies between component failures or 

phases, it is generally difficult to find the exact system reliability. In this case Markov 

reliability models are employed [4, 5]. Both combinatorial and Markov methods have 

some drawbacks. For example, in Markov models for systems with n components, up to 2
n 

equations are needed to represent each phase. In the combinatorial approach, however, the 

problem size expands with the increasing number of phases. Therefore, employing a 

combination of both approaches for the same problem can help to overcome these 

individual drawbacks and enable the analysis of more complicated problems. Two new 

approaches [6, 7] to analyse phased mission systems adopting this approach have been 

introduced. 

The developed optimisation approach is based on the single objective Genetic 

Algorithm (GA). GAs are widely used in reliability optimisation problems [8]. Torres-

Echeverria et al. [9] introduced a multi-objective genetic algorithm of a safety-

instrumented system. Marseguerra [10] discussed the application of GAs for reliability, 

availability, maintainability and safety optimisation problems. The principals of the GA 

allow easy implementation and adaptation of the algorithm according to a solved problem. 

Another important advantage is that only values of an objective function are required 

which represent the search space. Therefore a methodology for evaluation of the objective 

function values and the GA remain independent. 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a genetic algorithm based optimisation 

approach that aims to minimise the overall mission failure probability and is applicable to 

different phased mission systems. Different system designs are introduced for the problem 

by the option of introducing redundant components and components with different 

reliability characteristics. The algorithm solves for minimum overall mission failure 

probability within the context of pre-defined resource constraints as well as system failure 

probability values during each phase. 

Notation 

a, b   linear scaling function coefficients; 

Cost   cost of the overall mission; 

Cost max   maximum limit for the cost constraint; 

di(x,B)   magnitude of the violation of a given constraint i for solution x;  

finitial   actual chromosomes’ fitness; 

fscaled   chromosomes’ fitness after scaling; 

Fall    best unpenalized value of an objective function yet found; 

Ffeas    best feasible value of an objective function yet found; 

Fp(X)    penalized fitness function value; 

l   length of a chromosome; 

nc   total number of constraints set for a problem; 

n, g   generation numbers; 

N   population size for the GA; 

NFToi   actual value of a constraint i; 
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NFTi   near-feasibility threshold corresponding to a given constraint i,  

p   integer position of a chromosome identifying a crossover point; 

X   vector of system components that appear in any system failure event; 

Xi  vector of system components that appear in any minimal cut set of a 

fault tree for phase i; 

Qi(X)   probability of a mission failure during phase i; 

Q(X)mission  the overall mission failure probability; 

κi   user-specified severity parameter  

2.  Optimization Considerations 

2.1. Defining the phased mission problem 

The phased mission system design optimisation problem is represented as a general single 

objective minimisation problem. The problem is stated as the minimisation of overall 

mission failure probability for a system: 

( )missionQ Xmin     (1) 

where X (n–dimensional vector of independent variables ) is the result of the union of 

vectors of system component failure probability values, i.e.: 

∪
m

i

i
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= XX      (2) 

Here, m is the number of phases in the mission. Each vector Xi represents failure 

probability values of system components whose failures contribute towards the system 

failure during phase i (i =1, 2, …,m). In other words, X is a vector of failure characteristics 

of system components that appear in any failure event. In the algorithm it is considered 

that the system failure probability is subject to a number of constraints. The constraints 

can be grouped in two categories. The first constraint group represents the limits of the 

available resources, such as cost, Costmission, (3). Limits can also be added to most 

commonly used design characteristics, such as weight and volume. To ensure the efficient 

use of resources minimum constraints are introduced. If only limits for maximum values 

are considered then minimum constraint values are set to zero. 

,maxmin CostCostCost mission <<    (3) 

The constraints for system failure probability during each phase are defined in (4), 

where, Qi(Xi) identifies the ith phase failure probability, Qi(Xi)max is the maximum allowed 

system failure probability value at phase i and m defines the number of phases in the 

analysed mission. This forms the second group of constraints. 
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Implementing these constraints allows component combinations to be identified that 

minimise the failure probability of the whole mission without exceeding limits set for 

system failure probability values during each phase. 

2.2. Objective Function Description 

    One of the advantages of GAs is the possibility to separate the evaluation process of 

the objective function from the algorithm itself since the only information required for the 
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optimisation process is values of the objective function. In the introduced case a value of 

the overall mission failure probability for a particular design system is used as the 

objective function value. However an explicit form of the objective function does not exist 

and methodology for the quantification of phased mission failures is employed instead. 

The methodology is based on both the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and BDD approach. 

FTA provides a schematic description of the possible combinations of system 

conditions that could lead to its failure [11]. It has been employed as a means to represent 

a particular design configuration. The quantitative analysis of the fault tree provides the 

probability of the system failure for the design configuration analysed. However 

quantitative fault tree analysis for complex systems can be computationally very extensive. 

The quantitative analysis of fault trees can be performed by transformation into BDDs 

[12]. The BDD based approach is considered to be a computationally more efficient 

method. 

In the proposed optimisation algorithm an approach introduced by Prescott [13] was 

chosen to evaluate the overall mission probability, i.e., to find the value of the objective 

function for the GA. In the approach the mission is represented by a number of fault trees. 

Each fault tree expresses the conditions leading to the failure of the associated phase. The 

logical expression for mission failure in each phase is considered as a combination of 

causes of success of previous phases and the causes of failure for the phase being 

considered. In other words, if a system fails in phase i, it means it could not have failed 

during any previous phase j (j = 1, 2, …, i-1). For example, system failure in phase i can 

be represented by an “AND” gate that incorporates the success of previous phases (using 

NOT logic) and the failure of the current phase. Figure 1 represents the failure of a system 

in phase 3. 

If Fi denotes the logical expression for failure conditions in phase i and Phi represents 

the logical expression for mission failure in phase i then:  

iii FFFFPh ⋅⋅⋅⋅= −121 ...                                (5) 

Using fault tree analysis the probability of mission failure during phase i can be quantified,  

( )ii PhQ P= ,     (6) 

The total mission probability is evaluated by adding these mission phase failure 

probabilities: 

∑
=

=

m

i

imission QQ

1

.    (7) 

It means that the method can be used to evaluate the objective function value and it also 

can be employed to check the validity of constraints for the system failure probability at 

each phase. 

    The methodology for the evolution of the overall mission failure can be summarised 

as follows. The detailed explanation of every step is given in [13]. 

Step1:  Convert the fault tree for each phase into its BDD.  

Step 2:  Assign the time interval (ti, tj) to each variable in the phase failure logic 

BDDs. ti is given by the start time for the mission. tj is equal to the end time for the phase 

with which the variable is associated. Thus, the time interval over which each variable 

contributes to its associated phase is being defined. 

Step 3:  Build a logical expression for mission failure in phase i, Phi, by using the 

appropriate failure conditions being met in phase i, Fi. Construct the resulting BDD for 

phase i. Repeat it for every phase of the mission. 
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Step 4: Simplify every constructed BDD (if necessary) by applying the simplification 

rules to the time intervals of variables that occur more than once along each terminating 

path in the BDD (paths leading to a terminal 1 node). 

Step 5:  Perform quantification of each constructed BDD to find Qi. Sum all the 

probability values to determine the whole mission failure probability for a particular 

design system (7). 

 

Figure 1: An Example of System Failure in Phase 3 

2.3  Design Variables 

    Usually, in trying to improve system performance, a certain number of components 

are chosen to be replaced. A different number of redundant components and / or 

components with different failure characteristics, i.e., a different type of component, can 

replace existing components. Therefore the notation of “design variables” is introduced.  

Three parameters are used to identify the possibility of new possible types of components, 

the numbers of redundant components and redundancy types.  

One set of design variables is produced for an individual problem. Any two vectors of 

design variable values are considered to be different if at least one value of a variable is 

not the same. It means each set of design variable values corresponds to an individual 

system design which can be identified with a corresponding component set X. Therefore 

the search for the optimal design which minimises mission failure probability can be 

performed by manipulating the sets of design variable values. 

3.   Genetic Algorithm Optimization 

3.1. Algorithm Design 

    GAs have been initially introduced in 1975 [14]. They are stochastic global search 

methods which can be used in a wide variety of problems. They are based on the 

mechanics of natural genetic variation and natural selection.  A classical single objective 

GA can be divided into 5 main stages: initialisation, reproduction, crossover, mutation, 

and replacement. All these parts of the algorithm can be modified according to the 

particular problem that is to be solved. Various basic fundamental GA traits are used in the 

analysis. The number of chromosomes that constitute a population is denoted by the user. 

The size of the population remains constant throughout the optimisation process. At the 

initialisation stage a feasible population is generated. To produce a new population of 

chromosomes at first the three genetic operators (reproduction, crossover and mutation) 

are implemented by utilizing two non-overlapping populations, i.e., parent and offspring 

populations are stored separately. At the next step evaluation and penalisation of offspring 

chromosomes is performed which is followed by a replacement procedure. As a result a 
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new population is generated comprising chromosomes from the offspring population and 

in some cases a number of chromosomes from the parent population may also be included. 

At this stage one generation cycle is completed. This is repeated until the number of 

performed generations is equal to a predefined maximum number of generations. The 

implemented GA is summarised by the flowchart in Figure 2. Each stage of the algorithm 

is discussed in detail in the following sections. 
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Figure 2: The GA Flowchart 

3.2. String Encoding and Initialization 

    When developing a GA, a problem specific representation is needed to describe each 

potential design (referred to as a chromosome) of the population. In the introduced 

approach a set of parameters for each design variable associated with the problem being 

analysed forms the chromosome. Binary numbers are used for the encoding of each 

variable. In each string, each parameter of a design variable is allocated a particular 

number of bits required to code its maximum value.  

In the proposed algorithm a feasible initial population is generated. The procedure for 

generating this is as follows: 

Step 1: Each gene in a chromosome is assigned a random binary number. 

Step 2: The chromosome is decoded into a decimal number to check if the value of the 

associated variable falls in the predefined range. If outside of the range a new binary 

number is generated and its validation is checked again.  

Step 3: A system design is reconfigured according to the obtained parameters of the 

design variables. 

Step 4: System resources for the generated design are evaluated. If they do not exceed 

the predefined limits the auxiliary information is stored and Step 5 follows. Otherwise the 

process is repeated from Step 1. 

Step 5: The overall mission failure probability and each phase failure probabilities are 

evaluated for the design generated. If the reliability constraints are satisfied the 

chromosome is assigned its fitness value and Step 6 follows. Otherwise the process is 

repeated from Step 1. 

Step 6: The feasible chromosome enters the initial population. 

Step7: If the number of chromosomes in the population is equal to the predefined value 

N the process is terminated. Otherwise the process is repeated from Step 1. 

3.3. Reproduction, Crossover and Mutation 

    Three operators are used to create a new offspring population. At first the 

reproduction operator is implemented employing a biased roulette wheel [15]. As a result 
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N/2 couples of parent strings enter into a mating pool. Strings of each couple are crossed 

over employing a one-point crossover operator. For each couple an integer position p 

which satisfies the following condition 1≤p<l is selected randomly, where l is the length of 

the strings. All characters of the first string starting with the p + 1 position are assigned to 

the second string and characters of the second string are assigned to the first string. As a 

result two new strings are created. During the crossover process, a bit-by-bit mutation is 

also carried out. It means each bit of a string is changed from 0 to 1 or vice versa with a 

predefined probability. 

3.4. Penalization 

    Once a new generation of offspring is created each chromosome is assigned its fitness 

value and violation of every constraint is checked. In the developed approach a possible 

violation of constraints is managed by using a penalty method. By applying a penalty 

method a constrained optimisation problem is transformed into an unconstrained problem 

by associating a penalty for any constraint violation. When solving a minimisation 

problem if a system design represented with a certain chromosome violates any constraint 

the fitness value for the chromosome is increased by a certain amount, i.e., it is penalised.  

The choice of a penalty method to be applied was made according to the prospective 

application of the approach to a variety of phased mission system design optimization 

problems. Therefore the chosen penalty method had to be problem independent as much as 

possible and only constraint specific. For this reason the following form of a general 

penalty function was chosen which was introduced by Coit D.W. et. al. [16]: 

( ) ( )
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Here, Fall is the best unpenalized value of the objective function yet found, Ffeas is the best 

feasible value of the objective function yet found, NFTi denotes the near-feasibility 

threshold that corresponds to a given constraint i, di(x,B) is the magnitude of the violation 

of a given constraint i for solution x, κi denotes a user-specified severity parameter and nc 

is the total number of constraints set for the problem. 

The general form of the penalty function (8) was specified and modified for the 

developed optimization approach. In this case minimum and maximum constraints are 

defined for system cost, weight and volume. Limitations are also set to phase failure 

probability values. Thus the maximum value of variable nc is equal to 2*3 + m, where m 

is the number of phases in the mission.  The severity parameter was set to 2 for every 

constraint defining the magnitude of the penalty equal to the Euclidean distance between 

the infeasible and feasible regions. In the implemented algorithm the near-feasibility 

threshold was defined employing a formula which allows the penalty value to be adjusted 

according to the search history: 

g

NFT
NFT oi

i
⋅+

=
1.01

     (9) 

Here NFToi represents the actual value of a constraint i and g denotes the generation 

number. The general form of penalty function adjusted to the implemented optimisation 

approach can be defined for the case when all constraints are violated as following:  
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where ∆  is the difference between the actual and the defined constraint value. For 

example: 

maxmax CostCostCost mission −=∆     (11) 

If certain constraints are not violated the corresponding summands are eliminated from 

(10).  

3.5. Scaling 

    In order to improve the performance of the algorithm, fitness scaling was introduced. 

Research shows that it is especially valuable when small population GA are employed. A 

linear scaling procedure [15] was implemented in the algorithm.  

The linear scaling method defines a linear relationship between an initial fitness value 

and the fitness value after the scaling: 

baff initialscaled += .     (12) 

Here, finitial is an actual chromosomes’ fitness, fscaled is the chromosomes’ fitness after 

scaling and parameters a and b are linear function coefficients. In the implemented method 

these coefficients are selected so that the average fitness before scaling and the average 

scaled fitness are equal.  In the algorithm the scaling procedure is performed following 

replacement as it is shown in Figure 2. 

4.  Application Example 

4.1. The Mission 

    The proposed optimisation approach was applied to analyse a simplified unmanned 

aerial vehicle (UAV) mission. The aim of the optimisation was to identify modifications of 

UAV design that would minimise the failure probability of the whole mission. The 

resulting system design also had to satisfy the requirement that mission failure 

probabilities for each phase would not increase from that of the original system set up. 

However small violations were acceptable if the overall mission failure decreased. 

The UAV mission comprises of six phases carried out in the following order: take-off, 

climb, en-route in controlled airspace, en-route in uncontrolled airspace, descent and land. 

The data required for the problem includes failure properties of the UAV components, 

data of external factors that can cause mission failure, the fault tree for every phase and the 

list of possible UAV design alterations. In terms of the phase fault trees the sizes were for 

take-off: 29 events and 19 gates; for the climb phase: 24 events, 16 gates; for the en route 

(uncontrolled) phase: 27 events, 17 gates; en route (controlled) phase: 26 events, 17 gates; 

the descent phase: 23 events, 16 gates; and for the landing: 28 events and 19 gates. 

4.2. Design Parameters and Optimization 

    To perform the optimisation analysis five UAV components were chosen to be 

replaced. The list of design variables and their parameter values selected to characterise 

improvements in UAV performance is provided in Table 1. The structure of each 
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chromosome constructed according to the provided data is shown in Figure 3. The data 

defines the set of possible candidate solutions which equates to 1728 potential solutions 

for the mission case analysed.   

Table 1: List of Design Variables 

Changeable 

component 
Description of modifications 

Possible values of 

design variables 

Landing gear Type of a landing gear type1, type 2 

Antiskid valve Number of feed antiskid valves 2, 1 

Number of cross feed valves 3, 2, 1 

Type of a cross feed valve type1, type 2 

Cross feed 

valve 

Minimum number of valves required for successful 

operation 

3, 2, 1 

Number of pumps 2, 1 

Type of a pump type1, type 2 

Pump 

 

Minimal number of pumps required for successful 

operation 

2, 1 

Number of sub navigation systems 2, 1 Navigation 

system 
Type of a navigation system type1, type 2 

 

The introduced requirement of maintaining and if possible improving the reliability 

of the mission throughout each phase necessitates the inclusion of mission failure 

probability constraints. Therefore performance of the original, i.e., initial design UAV, 

was analysed in order to set the limits for UAV failure probabilities at each phase. The 

initial UAV design has type 1 landing gear, one antiskid valve (braking system), one cross 

feed valve of type 1 and one pump of type 1 in the fuel system, and one navigation system 

fitted. 
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Figure 3: String Structure 

     The failure probability of the first phase for the initial design UAV was 0.0306. The 

second phase failure probability was 0.0174, the third phase failure probability was equal 

to 0.0076, the fourth phase failure probability value was 0.0058, the fifth phase failure 

probability increased up to 0.031 and after the sixth increased to 0.044. The probability 

that the initial design UAV would fail to complete the mission was 0.1356. These values 

were used as a guideline for limits of constraints for the respective phases. The first phase 

failure probability limit was set to 0.032, the second limit was set to 0.018 and 

correspondingly the remaining limits were set to 0.008, 0.006, 0.031 and 0.045. 

4.3. Results 

    The choice of GA parameter values for the UAV optimisation problem was based on 

the theoretical model discussed by Gibbs et al. [17] and a trial-and-error approach. The 
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best result, i.e., the smallest average number of generations required to find the minimal 

failure probability values was obtained when using a 50 chromosome population, a 

crossover rate equal to 0.95 and a probability of mutation equal to 0.05. Due to the 

stochastic nature of the GA five runs were performed to investigate the convergence of the 

optimisation results. Each time the process was terminated after 50 generations. 

The obtained results presented in Figure 4 are the best fitness values in each 

generation. They show that the fitness values converge to the minimal value which is 

achieved on average after 11 generations. 
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Figure 4: Minimal Mission Failure Probability Values for Each Generation  

The minimal overall mission failure probability obtained from the model is equal to 

0.111118 representing the failure probability for the optimal UAV design, while the 

mission failure probability of the initial design UAV was 0.135871. In this case the 

probability of UAV failure during take-off phase is equal to 0.028, failure probability in 

climb phase is 0.017, probability that the UAV mission fails in control and uncontrolled 

airspaces is equal to 0.005 and 0.005 respectively. Failure probability of decline phase is 

0.03 and mission failure probability during landing is equal to 0.026. An exhaustive search 

performed has confirmed that this is the global optimum of the problem solved. The 

optimally designed vehicle now includes new components that have replaced some of the 

original components. The list of the new components is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Values of Design Variables for the Optimal System Design 

Changeable 

component 
Design variable description 

Design 

variable 

value 

Landing gear Type of a landing gear type1 

Antiskid valve Number of feed antiskid valves 2 

Number of cross feed valves 3 

Type of cross feed valves type 2 
Cross feed 

valve 

Minimum number of valves required for successful operation 1 

Number of pumps 2 

Type of pumps type 1 
Pump 

 
Minimal number of pumps required for successful operation 1 

Number of sub navigation systems 2 Navigation 

system 
Type of  navigation systems type 1 
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The code for the developed optimisation approach was written using Microsoft Visual 

C++ 2003. Computations were carried out on a Dual Core 1.60 GHz processor with 

1.00GB of RAM on a 32-bit operating system. The average CPU time to evaluate an 

objective function value was equal to 0.19 seconds and the average time to generate a 

single population was equal to 9.88 seconds. 

5.  Conclusions 

    This research has highlighted the capability of combing quantitative phased mission 

system analysis and the optimization technique and developing the approach for multi-

phased mission system design optimization and the overall mission failure minimization 

problem. The introduced algorithm is employed to minimise a phased mission system 

failure. The failure is minimised by defining a set of system components that constitutes an 

optimal system design and contributes to the improvement of system performance. 

The introduced optimisation algorithm has been successfully applied to minimise a 

UAV mission failure probability. A set of UAV components characterising the optimal 

vehicle design was also identified. As a result, the optimal design UAV mission failure 

probability represented the global minimum of the optimisation process. 

Given the applicability of the method to the example mission, the next step would be 

analysis of a more complicated phased mission system. It is foreseen that this will 

introduce additional computational intensity for evaluation of the objective function which 

may incur a processing time issue. It is also envisaged from the method that there is scope 

to easily alter the range of constraints considered. The issue of scalability may pose the 

most difficulty with an upper limit being needed on the number and complexity of each 

phase (due to processing consideration). Therefore, the future works should also focus on 

improvement of the algorithm performance to minimise CPU time and improve 

convergence rate as well as on its application for multi objective optimisation problems. 
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